Heavens on Earth
For the origins of Heavens on Earth (HOE), see Everything in Nothing (EIN). Basically, the
twelve derive from the seven by having the bottom four (4-7) set up as a cross interact with
the top three (1-3), yielding three crosses that correspond to the Cardinal, Fixed and Mutable
signs. There is the immediate resonance with the seven of UID (Unity in Diversity) from the
prior level of EIN (UID is Level 6 and HOE Level 7) and there are the resonances with the
overall seven levels of EIN as well as with the seven rays. Again, see EIN (under the
subheading 12) for all these derivations and resonances as well as others within EIN and UID.
The resonances with the crosses by elements, numbers and signs are:
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In the grand drama of the Divine Theme, there really are only three genres: the hero’s
journey, the love story and the tale of redemption. All other genres, subgenres, alternatives
and fashions are contained therein, eventually. The play proceeds against the backdrop of the
heavens and lines up on the crosses. Resonances with elements, numbers and signs apply.
Cardinal
Hero’s Journey

Fixed
Love Story

Mutable
Tale of Redemption

Within the crosses, the process repeats in resonance, with a fourth position of integration
added, a position that brings it down to earth, so to speak, in sacrifice and surrenderance to
God. This fourth position is really just the overall love story with God, which of course and in
fact all the genres are in their deepest direction and most moving motives.
Sacrifice/Surrenderance
Earth
Hero’s Journey Fire ! Air Tale of Redemption
Water
Love Story
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The horizontal axis implies that a hero’s journey goes through a tale of redemption and a
tale of redemption involves a hero’s journey, which is to say the poles must come to terms
with each other no matter where you start. The vertical axis has it that a love story includes
sacrifice and surrenderance to God and that such sacrifice and surrenderance comes via a love
story. Associations with the signs give deep context to divine astrological themes: $ is the
hero’s hero, & the lover’s hero and ( the hero of redeemers; % is the redeeming hero, ' the
redeemer of love and ) the redeemer of redeemers; * is the hero’s love (and the love for
heroes), + the lover’s lover and , the redeemer of love; and ! is heroic sacrifice, " the
sacrifice and surrenderance of love, and # the sacrifice (and surrenderance) for redemption.
In the Avataric astrology section of The Heavens on Earth book, divine free impressions as
well as divine difficulties (traditional vices, bindings and barriers) are paired with the signs
and related to the crosses. We can expand on the difficulties to include a deficiency of energy
expression and an excess of energy expression and then consider the task in and of each sign
to be working though the deficiency and excess expressions to reach the divine free
impression/expression. There is a sense of progression here but actual experience and
expression is anything but linear. We can say, however, that it starts with little or no energy
available (deficiency) and ends is full divinity (without any excess or deficiency left). The
keywords are listed with deficiency first (on top) then excess and finally divine (on bottom in
bold). Number (EIN, Ray, UID), element, sign and story resonances are worth contemplating.
Cardinal

Fixed

Mutable

Enmeshed(ness)
Laziness
Dependency
Separateness
Workaholism
Selfishness
Wisdom
Peace
Purity
!
"
#
Apathy
Victimization Self-absorption
Stupidity Hatred/Enmity
Non-entity
Lust $ ! % Anger
Envy & ! ' Pride
Enchantment ( ! ) Hypocrisy
Courage
Mercy
Happiness
Freedom
Truth
Knowledge
*
+
,
Naïveté
Gullibility
Fear
Greed
Dishonesty
Infatuation/Foolishness
Kindness/Caring
Effulgence
Love
In The Heavens on Earth book, three coordinate systems are used: geocentric tropical,
geocentric sidereal and heliocentric sidereal. While all are from a veiled perspective, these
coordinate systems have their major resonances as follows: geocentric tropical with the
Astral/Gross and hence Incarnating Soul, geocentric sidereal with the Atmic/Subtle and hence
Yogic Self, and heliocentric sidereal with the Archangelic/Causal and hence Bodhisattvic
Being. And the cardinal hero, fixed lover and mutable redeemer have resonance by aspects
with the Subtle (A I), Causal (A II) and Gross (A III). Note the Gross to Causal progression as
III, I and then the II in the middle.
Coordinate System
Heliocentric Sidereal
Geocentric Sidereal
Geocentric Tropical

Spheres
Archangelic/Causal
Atmic/Subtle
Astral/Gross

Embodied Soul
Bodhisattvic Being
Yogic Self
Incarnating Soul
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Crosses/Genres
Fixed Lover
Cardinal Hero
Mutable Redeemer

It should be noted that Meher Baba’s Geocentric Tropical chart has the Sun and Earth
square to Pluto and its polarity point in the signs of the Mutable Cross and His Geocentric
Sidereal chart has this same formation in the signs of the Fixed Cross, the Cardinal Cross in
that Geocentric Sidereal chart being notably occupied in three of four positions by the AC/DC
line and the moon forming a T-square. And most notably, Meher Baba’s Heliocentric
Sidereal chart is defined by the Fixed Cross. See The Heavens on Earth book.
The organization of Heavens on Earth, a particular view on the organization of astrology,
takes the structure of twelve three different ways on three different levels. The
planets/points, signs and houses are the three different ways and the three coordinate
systems above relate to the three levels. The planets and points (AC, MC) refer to different
aspects of the psyche arranged in groups of three (chords) and correspond to the “who.” The
signs give the “how” and along with the houses the “what”, while the houses give the “where”
and transits help with the “when.” The “why” is implicit in the HOE take on astrology: to work
your charts so as to complete your karma, do your dharma and realize your destiny (for this
lifetime) in the context of the Divine Theme.
Destiny
To Consciously merge
with God

Dharma
To fully experience God
as Love

The Grace that sets
you free

The Path that beckons
the Embodied Soul

Karma
To redeem and requalify the
sanskaric substance of Creation
The ties that bind
the (M/S/G) bodies

The planets/points (aspects of the psyche) number twelve and can be related to the Egoic
Matrix and vehicles associated with one Embodied Soul level (3 + 3 = 6) combined with those
associated with an adjacent Embodied Soul level (6 + 6 = 12), specifically the Incarnating Soul
with the Yogic Self (geocentric tropical) and the Yogic Self with the Bodhisattvic Being
(geocentric sidereal).* For the heliocentric sidereal system and the Bodhisattvic Being relating
to all the vehicles and absorbing all the Egoic Matrices, the twelve is maintained as three times
three vehicles plus one tripartite Egoic Matrix. But for veiled perspectives in relation to the
planes and the three worlds, there are as few as eleven or as many as sixteen planets/points,
depending on how you look at it. The correspondences are listed in:
Astrology, Functional Typology and the Embodied Soul
* There is also a relationship of these Soul parts with the eight developmental levels of UID.
From the bottom up, UID levels 1-3 are resonant with the Lower Triad vehicles, levels 4 and 5
with the Incarnating Soul and Yogic Self Egoic Matrices, and levels 6-8 with the Upper Triad
vehicles. See The 8-Structure in Integrated Healing for the Incarnating Soul.
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Beyond Rulership
The following chart is adapted from Everything in Nothing and lists the twelve spiritual
principles as they resonate with the signs in the three chart orientations used in The Heavens
on Earth book. It also lists the Foundational Resonances for the signs as introduced in
Everything in Nothing.
Foundational
Resonance
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R7
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☯

12
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❂

J
A/V
F
G
I
O/B
H
D
E
C
N
V

Esoteric
Rulership
Helio Sidereal
Causal
R7

Secondary
Rulership
Geo Sidereal
Subtle
AI

Primary
Rulership
Geo Tropical
Gross
R6

☯

☯

R5

R5

❂

R7

A II

R4

R4

R1
❂

R1

R1

R7

A III

R5

❂
☯

R6

R6

AI

R4

A II

R2

R3

A III

R3

R2

R3

A III

AI

R2

A II

Primary, secondary and esoteric rulership apply to all charts but here are given specific
resonance with particular charts and hence particular spheres. While Foundational Resonance
applies to all charts and all spheres, it is particularly suited to the Composite Sphere and
relationship with the Embodied Soul at some level. This relationship, this sphere and these
resonances speak to living in one of the three worlds but not being of them. There are only
three worlds (Mental/Causal, Subtle and Gross) and all embodied beings live in one of them
(with varying connections to the others). There is no separate world for the Composite
Sphere. For example, the lower Composite Sphere that we have called the astral is not really a
separate world, i.e., it doesn’t exist as a separate world, i.e., it doesn’t really exist at all, even
more so than none of the illusory Creation really exists. The so-called astral world is a
combination of the Gross world contents (intellectual, emotional and physical) experienced
through nascent Subtle senses and emergent Subtle world contents experienced through
extensions of the Gross senses and registered through those Gross senses.
The twelve spiritual principles can be associated with the aspects and attributes of the
Embodied Soul. See Everything in Nothing under 3 for the presentation of these aspects and
attributes.
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Sat
❂
ASPECTS
Mahesh
Vishnu
Brahma

ATTRIBUTES
Ananda
Chit
☯
A II

Mahesh
R1
AI
R5

Vishnu
R2
R4
R6

Brahma
R3
A III
R7

The implied derivation, consistent with EIN, is that the Real Unity gives birth to Duality,
with the “remembrance” of this showing itself in a (false) Unity that is opposed to an illusory
Duality, marking the primary and somewhat hidden duality of Duality. From here, the Real
Unity can be appreciated as a mediator from and in what will be A II. Through A II, the false
Unity reflects as A I and the illusory Duality reflects as A III. The A II (and the Real Unity
behind it) then reflects as R4. Through R4, A I then differentiates as R1-3 and A III as R5-7.
Real Unity

☯

❂
A II
AI

A III
R4

R1 | R2 | R3

R5 | R6 | R7

The attributes and aspects lie behind the spiritual principles as shown in the above tables.
It can even be said that these associations are how the three (3 attributes and 3 x 3 aspects)
relate to and take up the twelve (7 + 3 + 2 spiritual principles). In the Beyond Rulership table,
the planets are listed in the foundational resonances column in their relationship with the
spiritual principles, which remains constant throughout HOE. The attributes and aspects,
however, are not functions of the psyche and relate in HOE through the signs associated with
the spiritual principles, those principles coming through planets as they are rulers for the
various charts or directly through the foundational sign/principle/planet resonance, which
applies to all charts. This resonance is not a sort of super-rulership for the signs because the
signs become more ruled by the associated spiritual principle with the corresponding planets
then carrying this spiritual principle. This implies that the spiritual principles (as 12) have
one level of association through the planets in the charts and a deeper level of association
through the signs, a level of association that then brings them to the aspects and attributes. So
when we are interested in spiritual principles from the level of spiritual principles, we would
look at the corresponding planets, and when we are concerned with the aspects and
attributes, we would look at the spiritual principles and their associated signs (in all charts).
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For the purposes of understanding reuptake, we can look at the attributes and aspects
through foundational sign resonances and sign association with the planets (carrying spiritual
principles) in the three chart orientations.
Attributes, Aspects, Spiritual Principles and Sign Resonance
Attribute
Sat Ananda Chit
☯
Principle
A II
❂
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Primary
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Vishnu
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Primary
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Brahma
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Primary
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Organized by Spiritual Principles:
Spiritual Foundational Esoteric Rulers Secondary Rulers Primary Rulers
Principle (All Charts) (Helio Sidereal)
(Geo Sidereal)
(Geo Tropical)
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❂: Unity that foundationally is Awareness as Love and rules through perfect humility,
knowledge and control through love, and perfect purity.
☯: Duality that foundationally is a Demonstration of Freedom (freely chosen and
selflessly serving) and rules peacefully through true values, practicality and balanced
judgment.
A I: Foundational Activation and Orientation that rules with forgiveness and self-sacrifice,
fearlessness and courage, and renunciation.
A II: Foundational Expression that rules with kindness and caring, single-pointed
devotion and love for others.
A III: Foundational Administration (of Divine Law) that rules with mercy and compassion,
discipline and wisdom, and demonstrated cooperation.
R 1: Foundational Determination that rules by divine actualization, showing the way and
displaying cheerfulness.
R 2: Foundational Interconnection that rules through freely chosen selfless service, selfsacrifice and dedication to Truth.
R 3: Foundational Security (ensuring a secure foundation) that rules by preserving
structure, demonstrating ideals and building civilization.
R 4: Foundational (drive to) Perfection that rules through goal setting, fidelity to that goal
and patient probing and processing.
R 5: Foundational Penetration (to reveal meaning and break through the veils) that rules
with knowledge communicated, obedience bringing together and practical determination.
R 6: Foundational Direction that rules through refinement, testing and exploration.
R 7: Foundational Construction that rules via assertion, discrimination and selection, and
proper perception.
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Turning to Meher Baba’s charts and taking them as instructive for the human race at
this time, the perspective taken in The Heavens on Earth book, we have specific planets in the
signs of foundational Sat | Ananda | Chit reuptake.
Attribute
Principle
Foundational
Resonance
Helio
Sidereal
Chart
Geo
Sidereal
Chart

Geo
Tropical
Chart

Sat
❂

Ananda
A II

Chit
☯

,

&

'

Love

Happiness/Cheerfulness
Complete Faith

Freedom
Selfless Service

—

O/B
D,V

A
N

No separate or
separative focus

Bring the mysteries of love to
life on Earth

Know thy ego-self
and Maya

C
L

O/B
V

A/V
D,N

The dharma of the
Loving mind (the
new way with the
mind) allows
communication with
the Mental planes

Suffering for self and esp.
others when Cheerfully
accepted reveals the Mysteries
of the Earth path and sets right
all former wrongs

Willingly Serving
with your ego and a
desexualized love
(Right Human
Relations) helps
break the spiritual
ties that bind and
brings Freedom
from Mayavic
mischief

A/V
C,N

DC

Freely choosing to
Love and learning to
Love (not cater to or
be addicted to) your
ego and Maya-mind
will break the chains
that Grossly bind

Complete Faith in God (not
yourself or some substitute) is
the secret to happiness in all
relationships including envious
comparison to others and
confronting your shadow and
Dweller
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AC

D
Know your
personality
strengths and
weaknesses and
what and how you
love and use them in
Selfless Service to
God, your fellow
humans and all
creatures rather
than taking pride in
them

Relevant Meher Baba quotes for the above planets (How to Love God) as related in the
Heavens on Earth book are:

A : If we endure our lot with patience and contentment, accepting it as His Will, we are
loving God.
B:

If we suffer in the suffering of others and feel happy in the happiness of others, we are
loving God.
AC: To love God as He ought to be loved, we must live for God and die for God, knowing
that the goal of all life is to love God, and find Him as our own Self.

D : To love God in the most practical way is to love our fellow beings. If we feel for others
in the same way as we feel for our own dear ones, we love God.
C:

If, instead of seeing faults in others we look within ourselves we are loving God.

Note that N representing ☯ in ' is in the sign of its foundational resonance. From
Everything in Nothing:
' ☯: Duality of Spiritual and Material, Self and Other; the Individuated Self serving Others,
acceptance of diversity (duality).
We can also list the Sat | Ananda | Chit connections for the signs in each chart that are
resonant by relevant rulership with the spiritual principles ❂ | A II | ☯.
Attribute
Principle
Planet
BB
Ananda
Attributes
Helio
Sidereal
Baba’s
Chart

Sat
❂

Ananda
A II

Chit
☯

V

I

N

Bliss of being Conscious of the
Existence of God and moving to
merge with God
(Surrenderance)
#
Purity

Bliss of
Experiencing the
Truth of God’s Love
(Love)
*
Kindness/Caring

Bliss of knowing and
following the Power of
God’s Knowledge
(Obedience)
"
Peace

G

—

F J I C

The discipline of painstaking
Purification leads to selfmastery through divine
servitude and surrenderance

There is no limit or
limitation to
Kindness, Caring
and love

Obedience means being
at Peace with a heart
that leads the head; a
will that obeys and a
body that allows itself
to be transmuted; a
love that is natural and
compassionate; and a
mind that in stillness
and quietude
appreciates true values
and can act on them
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YS
Sat
Attributes
Geo
Sidereal
Baba’s
Chart

IS
Chit
Attributes
Geo
Tropical
Baba’s
Chart

Existence
(Renunciation)

Truth
(Devotion)

Power
(Intelligent Action)

)
Knowledge

(
Truth

"
Peace

—

E

F J I

Ruling the sixth house: inner
perception and spiritual
connection/communication
allow duality to be harnessed
for the service work of spiritual
healing, which requires real
Knowledge and reveals the
existence of your Yogic Self,
which must be renounced for
God

The spiritual
instinct to know the
Truth takes you
through the Path,
the Truth revealed
through devotion to
God

In Peace we meet love
and understanding,
renewal and reverence,
and the simplicity and
stability of Divine Love
that give us the proper
Yogic Power for
intelligent action in line
with God’s Plan

Consciousness
(Sacrifice)

Experience
(Service)

Knowledge
(Suffering)

#
Purity

,
Love
A/V
C,N
The egoic energies
and mayavic habits
of the Piscean past
must be broken up,
which can only be
done by Serving
God in Love, which
gives the
Experience that
transcends the
limited intellect and
self-centered ego

%
Mercy/Compassion

O
V
Perfection through Purification
and Sacrifice of one’s life on
earth gives meaning to that life
and initiates one into the
Consciousness of the
Incarnating Soul

G
M
The strength and
discipline to face
collective karma and
balance all the
opposites into perfect
harmony with the
Divine Law that is most
Merciful and
Compassionate so that
through necessary
Suffering we can get the
Knowledge necessary
to enter the spiritual
path

Pushing this further, we can add the 3 x 3 Brahma | Vishnu | Mahesh aspects as they
resonate with the Egoic Matrices and the Spiritual Principles for all resonances and all
astrological charts, in general and for Baba’s charts. The Sat | Ananda | Chit attributes will be
listed again with a general row added so all the resonances are in one place.
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Bodhisattvic Being
Heliocentric Sidereal
Ananda
Attributes

Esoteric
Rulership
General

Baba’s
Chart

Sat
Bliss of being Conscious
of the Existence of God
and moving to merge
with God
(Surrenderance)
❂V
#
Purity
After discriminating the
Real from the Unreal, all
the unreal must be
Purified and set right by
becoming conscious of
the existence of God and
His presence everywhere
all the time; and that
process produces and
leads to Bliss (Note: this
is the antithesis of the
critical mind and a
degenerate C ruling #
secondarily or as an
improper primary ruler)

Ananda
Bliss of Experiencing the
Truth of God’s Love
(Love)

Chit
Bliss of knowing and
following the Power of
God’s Knowledge
(Obedience)

A II I
*
Kindness/Caring
Finding and feeling God’s
Love in all its Truth
Experience is His gift to
you and forms the
foundation of spiritual
fidelity that allows you to
love others as He wants
you to love them, with
Caring and compassion
and acceptance of His
wish for them; and this
God feeling makes for
blissful relating and
clears the path to union
with Him (the Sat unity
and Chit duality absorb in
the Ananda Love so the
three can return to the 3in-1)

☯ N
"
Peace
Knowing and following
God by finding the
Power of God’s presence
in everyone and
everything is the most
practical way of being,
knowing and doing in
any world; it settles the
mind, puts proper
values in the heart and
makes Peace with Maya;
being determined to be
His (the lover of the
Beloved becoming the
Beloved’s beloved) and
obeying His inner
promptings in your
heart is Bliss in the
making

G

—

F J I C

The discipline of
painstaking Purification
leads to self-mastery
through divine servitude
and surrenderance

There is no limit or
limitation to Kindness,
Caring and love

Obedience means being
at Peace with a heart
that leads the head; a
will that obeys and a
body that allows itself to
be transmuted; a love
that is natural and
compassionate; and a
mind that in stillness
and quietude
appreciates true values
and can act on them
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Vishnu Aspects
Mahesh
Mahesh/Mahayogi
R1 A
Esoteric Rulership
&
Helio Sidereal
Cut Off
General
When it comes time to
actualize a new plan,
supplies and support
will be Cut Off from
the source along with
the old sense of self,
which shows that God
is indeed in charge
and His Will, Wish and
Whim rule the roost
Baba’s Chart
O B D V
With the O in
functional detriment
and the karmic B
accompanying it as
always, our dharmic
duty is curtailed and
our karmic cup
emptied as our
consciousness is Cut
Off from the concerns
of any world; and our
sole relationship
becomes our
relationship with God
in preparation for
Realization, the
mystery of all
mysteries and the
final mission

Vishnu
R2 F
'
Support
Love and spiritual,
non-judgmental
understanding go
together with joyful
cooperation and
faithful service to
Support God’s Plan
and rid the worlds of
unnecessary suffering

Brahma
R3 G
!
Supply
Holding the structure
together, maintaining
order and keeping the
karmic accounts up to
date ensures the
Supply cycles
continue

A N
With the A in

—
God Supplies what
the lover needs, no
questions; so the
lover may surrender

detriment, the ego of
the Embodied Soul
(even the Bodhisattvic
Being) can let go and
the Embodied Soul
then survives on the
Support of God and
His Maya
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Vishnu/Saint
Esoteric Rulership
Helio Sidereal
General

Baba’s Chart

AIJ
,
Withdraw
God’s Will is the
destruction of the
false and the
Withdrawal of
consciousness from
the illusory Creation
at the predestined
time, which involves
the fulfillment of any
lingering spiritual
desires in your
divinized human
nature, the
forgiveness of any
niggling infractions to
or by your false self,
and the sacrifice of
any remaining
attachment to that
false self and
unrealized nature
—
Love has no limits and
God comes to give it
and receive it

R4 O
(
Sustain
The goal of life is set
and the path to that
goal Sustained by
staying focused on
God and not losing
your direction as
conflicts are facilitated
and even instigated
with fellow souls,
every kingdom of
nature, and your very
body and mind in
order to resolve issues
and heal wounds and
harmonize the whole
so you can return all
that has been
borrowed from the
Material Mother
herself and go to God

A III H
%
Nurture
Individuality and
creativity are
Nurtured by keeping
them in equilibrium
with Divine Law; all
relationships are
Nurtured by bringing
together and bringing
into balance; and the
challenges of the play
of Creation are seen
to by Nurturing the
Original Creation as it
is within each and all
and contains all the
paths, plans and
answers

—
Truth is ever
Sustained without
qualifications by God
for those desperate
enough to seek it

H
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His gift of Intuition is
freely given and
Nurtured as ordained
by Him in the
beginning; it is
everyone’s
opportunity

Brahma/Sage
Esoteric Rulership
Helio Sidereal
General

Baba’s Chart

R5 D
R6 E
R7 C
)
+
$
Abandon
Maintain
Preserve
One must have the
To Maintain the
One has to actively
knowledge that knows
overall scheme in
assert to Preserve,
when, where and how
deference to the
and the Preservation
much to Abandon; and
Divine Theme, we
is rooted in the
one must have the
must allow change in
patterns in the
connections that
the underlying details,
mind—in keeping
enable one to have
which requires
concentration on
that knowledge; all of
devotion and doing
those patterns and
which requires True ones duty with respect
connection with
Love (Love for Truth, to both the big picture
them, in keeping
Love-Truth) working
and the little things
them consecrated and
through the Mahesh
the level-appropriate
will and the ) mind
energy flowing
—
—
E
The Ancient
The Ancient One
The Ancient One
One/Avatar comes to
returns in dignity (E courageously returns
divinely Abandon
as Avatar to Preserve
ruling), in full
ideas and thinking
the Path to Union
effulgence, yet as a
that don’t work and
with Him
Maintenance worker
that have no place at
the conclusion of a
cycle of cycles
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Yogic Self
Geocentric Sidereal
Sat
Attributes
Secondary
Rulership
General

Baba’s
Chart

Sat
Existence
(Renunciation)
❂V
)
Knowledge
Know thyself in individual
sanskaric makeup and through
renunciation of the false, find
your way through the mystery of
Atmic existence—that your long
coveted Yogic Self with all its
power and pleasure is nothing
and knows nothing yet can be
given to God and please Him

Ananda
Truth
(Devotion)
A II I
(
Truth
Power feels good
but is a false and
ephemeral bliss that
leaves one in
desperate straights;
Real Power comes
from the higher
fusion of Love and
Truth/Wisdom and
radiates bliss with
its Illumination;
devotion to God
grants access to this
through the Yogic
Self

Chit
Power
(Intelligent Action)
☯ N
"
Peace
The striving for
spiritual
independence, like
the material striving
before it, has left
nothing to have and
hold; Peace of mind
and safe Yogic SelfemPowerment need
intelligent action and
proper valuing of
mayavic duality as
nothing in itself, as
does the path
through conflicts,
provocations and
myriad all-around
troubles

—

E

F J I

Ruling the sixth house: inner
perception and spiritual
connection/communication allow
duality (the mind-body of )) to
be harnessed for the service work
of spiritual healing, which
requires real Knowledge and
reveals the existence of your
Yogic Self, which must be
renounced for God

The spiritual
instinct to know the
Truth takes you
through the Path,
the Truth revealed
through devotion to
God

In Peace we meet
love and
understanding,
renewal and
reverence, and the
simplicity and
stability of Divine
Love that give us the
proper Yogic Power
for intelligent action
in line with God’s
Plan
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Mahesh Aspects
Mahesh/Esotericist
Secondary Rulership
Geo Sidereal
General

Mahesh
R1 V
&
Destroy
Destruction before
construction
(Mahesh
Destroying before
& Creating) can
harness the secret
power to esoteric
success

Vishnu
R2 F
,
Protect
The path to finding
the Yogic Self and
then the True Self
after that is Protected
by non-judgmental
understanding and
keeping the Head and
Heart balanced

Brahma
R3 G
'
Create
Discipline,
responsibility and
active intelligence is
demonstrated when
humanitarian and
universal goodwill
are Created

Baba’s Chart
Note that all three
aspects have a planet in
detriment, speaking to
the general decreased
emphasis (detriment) of
the Mahesh/Esotericist
aspect within the
Mahesh aspects

O V
The O is

C L

A/V N

C as the secondary

Since V is the
secondary ruler of
&, it is in detriment
here in '; secret
powers are present
but downplayed in
Esotericist Creating
even though the ego
must face Maya’s
challenges and
provocations to it’s
vision for a
cooperative
humanity and
ambition for
freedom of its Yogic
self

functionally in
detriment here as it
is opposite the A ,
which is associated
with the secondary
ruler V; the
Destruction that is
necessary is of
Subtle ego issues
with respect to the
spiritual path, not
the Earth or the
Earth path; V is
guarding the Earth
here and giving the
mission that it is
the & self that must
let itself be
Destroyed
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ruler of # is in
detriment here in ,;
mental
communication with
the Mental planes is
subdued (but still
used) as the dharma
to Protect the path
and find the true Self
beyond the Yogic Self
must be done with
awareness and a
transcending Love

Vishnu/Mystic
Secondary Rulership
Geo Sidereal
General

AIJ
$
Ignore
Ignoring rather
than asserting is
the way the
spiritual will gets
beyond personality
concerns and
brings out the inner
Mystic; it is death
by neglect and
attrition

R4 O
*
Strengthen
Inner probing and
mystical processing
Strengthens and
secures the path to
peace and harmony
with Mother Earth
and the Divine
Mother behind her

Baba’s Chart

IC

DC

The Mother and
one may say the
female principle in
general will be
asserting itself, and
that which is not in
line with the new
feminine will be
Ignored and so fail
to flourish

The ever present
threat to the AC’s
success is the DC’s
fidelity to the false,
but facing the
Dweller in the Subtle
shadows Strengthens
the Mystic
relationship with God
and secures success
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A III H
!
Develop
The inner structure
behind society is
Developed through
heightened insight
and intuition and a
quickened urge to
change the
established order
that no longer serves
spiritual purposes

AC

D

The Yogic Self’s
purpose is to
Develop a loving
mind that turns
knowledge into
wisdom, harmonizes
opposites, relates
spiritually to other
human beings, and
finally turns to God

Brahma/Occultist
Secondary Rulership
Geo Sidereal
General

Baba’s Chart

R5 D
%
Dismantle
Don’t be afraid to
take things apart to
reconcile opposites
and find the
balance needed to
bring it all together
again in a better
way

G B H

MC

The spiritual path
through the Subtle
sphere is being
Dismantled by
Divine Decree and
the Soul’s Destiny
there is to be selftaught in the law of
karma, made aware
of the storehouse of
its sanskaras and
given insight into
how to deal with
this and attain to
the true mind in the
Causal sphere
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R6 E
+
Reinforce
Through self
determination, the
spiritual is separated
from the material
and the material is
made to serve it;
testing and
refinement serve to
Reinforce the victory
Jpp
The dharma of
intelligent action in
the pursuit of Truth
(Chit and J in "
above) is Reinforced
by testing and
refining that which
seems to be True and
renouncing the false
and misleading

R7 C
#
Build
Learn to Build
occultly by being
selective in what you
choose and
discriminating in
what you perceive
and communicate

M
There is karma in
what we individually
and collectively have
done with our Occult
efforts; we must now
learn to Build with
purity and humility
(not the appearance
of the same) in the
pursuit of perfectly
pleasing our Beloved

Incarnating Soul
Geocentric Tropical
Chit
Attributes
Primary
Rulership
General

Baba’s
Chart

Sat
Consciousness
(Sacrifice)
❂V
#
Purity
The unifying mission
of the Incarnating
Soul is to Purify itself
in the pursuit of
perfection through
Sacrifice and
humility, and thereby
become Conscious of
itself and the Path to
God

O
V
Perfection through
Purification and
Sacrifice of one’s life
on earth gives
meaning to that life
and initiates one into
the Consciousness of
the Incarnating Soul,
which enables one to
truly turn towards
God

Ananda
Chit
Experience
Knowledge
(Service)
(Suffering)
A II I
☯ N
%
,
Love
Mercy/Compassion
The Incarnating Soul,
The dualistic material world
and through it the
brings challenges and tests of
presence of God, can
spiritual strength that if met
be blissfully
with faith in the God of one’s
Experienced by
understanding and obedience
spiritually
to one’s spiritual conscience
transforming Love that can be Suffered through (held
Serves with awareness up under) with Knowledge and
and leads to
Compassion; and reflection on
transcendence of
this leads to Knowing God’s
Gross limitations
Mercy and Compassion
A/V
G
M
C,N
The egoic energies and The strength and discipline to
mayavic habits of the
face collective karma and
Piscean past must be
balance all the opposites into
broken up, which can
perfect harmony with the
only be done by
Divine Law that is most
Serving God in Love,
Merciful and Compassionate so
which gives the
that through necessary
Experience that
Suffering we can get the
transcends the limited Knowledge necessary to enter
intellect and selfthe spiritual path
centered ego
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Brahma
Aspects
Mahesh/Higher
Self
Primary
Rulership
Geo Tropical
General

Baba’s Chart

Mahesh

Vishnu

Brahma

R1 A
&
Dispose

R2 F
(
Remake

R3 G
!
Reclaim

For the full expression of
ideals and the realization of
potential, power must be
used with authority to clear
the way and Dispose when
necessary

The continual
assimilation of
wisdom and faith
in one’s path
means making and
Remaking in line
with an expanding
experience of
Truth
Jpp
With J in ), what
can’t be Recycled
must be Remade
so it can be
Recycled,
Remaking being
the hidden
possibility for the
dharma of
Recycling

Keeping the structure
of civilization
organized and in
working order
requires Reclaiming
so nothing is lost or
wasted

DC
The secret sanskaras of the
false self in all their shadowy
Dwellings must be faced,
defused and Disposed
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E
We need to Reclaim
our animal instincts
and get about the
great work of
disciplining them
rather than glorifying
them

Vishnu/Inner
Being
Primary
Rulership
Geo Tropical
General

Baba’s Chart

AIJ
+
Remove

R4 B
*
Facilitate

A III H
'
Assist

The spiritual will penetrating
and breaking through
Removes obstacles in the
path to the Path

Sympathy,
sensitivity and
patient nurturing
Facilitate a secure
emotional
foundation for a
life leading to the
spiritual path that
heads towards
union with God
—
No restrictions on
kindness, caring
and Fidelity to
one’s inner
relationship with
God

Social and spiritual
service and collective
cooperation are
Assisted by creativity
and individual
freedom, which in
turn enable us to
Assist each other

B H

MC

The Destiny of humanity is to
have its social and cultural
functioning sensitive and
receptive to individual insight
and shared intuition, with the
Effulgence of God intensely
penetrating all depths and
Removing all resistance
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AC

D

The Personality and
the love nature are
meant to Assist the
Soul in it’s quest for
God by becoming an
aspect of the Inner
Being in the Age of
Aquarius

Brahma/Outer
Personality
Primary
Rulership
Geo Tropical
General

Baba’s Chart

R5 D
"
Replace

R6 E
$
Remodel

R7 C
)
Recycle

The need for Truth and true
values guides timely and
sensible Replacement in the
material world

Courage,
determination and
loyalty to the
original desire
(Lahar) give the
ability to assert,
sacrifice and
change (Remodel)
as needed

A comprehensive
mind and organized
communication
enable the
knowledgeable
Recycling of Mental
contents, which
contain all other
contents

IC F

L

J I

Foremost, our
domination/dependence
relationship with all that has
to do with Mother in the
material world must be
Replaced with a benevolent
togetherness that fosters an
enthusiastic and expansive
artistic drive for the Loving
Truth

Our collective
mode of life and
the desires we
allow to rule us
must be
Remodeled from
the beginning as
part of our facing
humanity’s
collective karma
and the Chit we
have mistaken as
Divine Law in %

Spiritual will and
inspiration are
harnessed to the
mind for Recycling its
contents in accord
with the newest
dispensation of the
Divine Plan. Here we
find A I J (naturally
Mahesh) and A II I
(naturally Vishnu)
within A III Brahma
(represented through
R7 C )
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Summation of Aspects in Charts as Related to Soul Parts

Mahesh: YS
M: Esotericist:
V: Mystic:
B: Occultist:

Mahesh

R1 | R2 | R3
A I | R4 | A III
R5 | R6 | R7

Vishnu

Destroy
Protect
Ignore
Strengthen
Dismantle Reinforce

Vishnu: BB

Brahma

Chart

Create
Develop
Build

Geo Sidereal

Mahesh

Vishnu

Brahma

Chart

Cut Off
Withdraw
Abandon

Support
Sustain
Maintain

Supply
Nurture
Preserve

Helio Sidereal

Brahma: IS

Mahesh

Vishnu

Brahma

Chart

M: Higher Self:
R1 | R2 | R3
V: Inner Being:
A I | R4 | A III
B: Outer Personality: R5 | R6 | R7

Dispose
Remove
Replace

Remake
Facilitate
Remodel

Reclaim
Assist
Recycle

Geo Tropical

M: Mahayogi:
V: Saint:
B: Sage:

R1 | R2 | R3
A I | R4 | A III
R5 | R6 | R7

The association of the aspects and attributes with the twelve spiritual principles also can
be used to help define those principles.
Attributes
Sat
Ananda
Chit
☯
Principles
A II
❂
Sat
Existence Bliss of being Conscious of the Existence of God Consciousness
Ananda
Truth
Bliss of Experiencing the Truth of God’s Love
Experience
Chit
Power Bliss of knowing the Power of God’s Knowledge Knowledge
Geo
Helio
Geo
Charts
Sidereal
Sidereal
Tropical

ASPECTS
Mahesh
M: YS: Esotericist
V: BB: Mahayogi
B: IS: Higher Self

Vishnu
M: YS: Mystic
V: BB: Saint
B: IS: Inner Being

Brahma

Mahesh
R1

Vishnu
R2

Brahma
R3

Charts

Destroy
Cut Off
Dispose

Protect
Support
Remake

Create
Supply
Reclaim

Geo Sidereal
Helio Sidereal
Geo Tropical

AI

R4

A III

Charts

Develop
Nurture
Assist

Geo Sidereal
Helio Sidereal
Geo Tropical

R6

R7

Charts

Reinforce
Maintain
Remodel

Build
Preserve
Recycle

Geo Sidereal
Helio Sidereal
Geo Tropical

Ignore
Strengthen
Withdraw
Sustain
Remove
Facilitate

R5

M: YS: Occultist
Dismantle
V: BB: Sage
Abandon
B: IS: Outer Personality Replace
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Foundational Resonance Reuptake of Aspects in General and in Meher Baba’s Charts
With foundational resonance reuptake of the aspects, all the charts and resonances are
pulled together into one set of resonances with the aspects. This means in one respect that the
signs and planets from the prior lists are subsumed by the foundational resonances (being
now within them). It also means that the foundational resonances have a particular role to
play in all the charts, providing a special connection with the spiritual principles and
astrological interpretations of foundational resonance.
(Note: the order of the terms under each spiritual principle is changed to correspond to the
order of the charts—from bottom up the are Geo Tropical (B: IS), Geo Sidereal (M: YS) and
Helio Sidereal (V: BB))
Mahesh
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical
Foundational
Resonance
General

Mahesh
R1 A

Vishnu
R2 F

Brahma
R3 G

Cut Off

Support

Supply

Destroy

Protect

Create

Dispose

Remake

Reclaim

"
)
Peace
Knowledge
Peace of Mind
Control through Love
Peace of Mind comes from When Love Controls our
ridding oneself of
choices, it controls our
unnecessary doubts,
communication and
conflicts and confusion; and perception and leads to
the pursuit of spiritual
Knowledge worthy of
freedom to the God given
the name, which allows
goal of individual God
wisdom to dawn and
Realization makes all at
awareness to expand;
odds with this unnecessary; and this in turn makes
so there is no will save the
for a heart that
will of God within and
overflows with Love and
without joining forces since spiritual understanding
they are the same, as they
and comes to know and
must be, which leaves the
have faith in eventual
R1 will of what used to be a Union with God, which
separative ego with a Peace
leaves no room for
that surpasseth all
anything else within
misunderstanding,
that heart, R2 loving
mistaking and misleading
expansiveness having
accessed and
assimilated all
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*
Caring
Fidelity
There is discipline,
efficiency and
creativity to the
playing out of the
Law of Karma, which
is really most
benevolent and
Caring in its Fidelity
to the deep inner
processes of the
Path; when our own
R3 active and
creative bent is
aligned with God’s
Law, there is nothing
left for the ego to do
or undo and it is all
but taken up
(Mahesh) in
compliant
cooperation with the
carrying out of the
ways of Creation
(Brahma)

Mahesh
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical
Foundational
Resonance
Helio
Sidereal

Mahesh
R1 A
Cut Off

Vishnu
R2 F
Support

Brahma
R3 G
Supply

Destroy

Protect

Create

Dispose

Remake

Reclaim

"
Peace
Peace of Mind

)
Knowledge
Control through
Love

*
Caring
Fidelity

F J I C

—

—

The surest way to be done with
There is no
something and have it never
Support but Love
come back (like this iteration which comes from
of the Kali Yuga) is to have it
and through the
Cut Off from its source, and
heart of God; and
God through the Causal sphere
this R2 Love
is the only source; here there
allows you to
are planets from all three
connect to the A II
chord positions (the middle
Ananda
one has two) taking part: so
there is the will and power to
do it, the calling and
inspiration to do it, the faith
and ability to do it, and the
understanding and connections
to get it done
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Knowledge and
understanding of the
Law as well as facility
with the patterns and
permutations of
Creation allows one to
Supply what is needed
for the carrying out of
that Law

Mahesh
R1 A

Vishnu
R2 F

Brahma
R3 G

Cut Off

Support

Supply

Destroy

Protect

Create

Dispose

Remake

Reclaim

Foundational
Resonance

"
Peace
Peace of Mind

*
Caring
Fidelity

Geo Sidereal

F J I

)
Knowledge
Control through
Love
—
Connect to the
knowledge of the
Path and your
part in it and
Protect this Path
and your part so
that the heart can
be known in
expansive joy

Mahesh
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical

The triple resonance of
Mahesh is Destroy, and
destroying the ne’er do well
tendencies that are hell bent
on taking you backwards is a
practical thing to do; and
here it is done with
enthusiasm and the ability
to win, and also spiritual
power aligned with God’s
Will and closely allied to
compassion coming with a
sense of self-sacrifice
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DC
The path is not ready
made (though the Plan is
there), rather we Create it
(from that Plan); and this
deeply probing process
and play of opposites is
facilitated by our AC
Soul’s purpose coming to
terms with its DC
opposite and it’s
attraction to this opposite,
as well as facing the
Dweller found there

Mahesh
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical
Foundational
Resonance
Geo Tropical

Mahesh
R1 A

Vishnu
R2 F

Brahma
R3 G

Cut Off

Support

Supply

Destroy

Protect

Create

Dispose

Remake

Reclaim

"
Peace
Peace of Mind

)
Knowledge
Control through Love

IC F

J I

Decisively Disposing of
the dross and the dregs
in our material (and
emotional) foundation
(IC) as well as social
functioning,
philosophy and
religion (F) through
real, spiritual valuation
and determined
leadership will bring
victory to God within
and Peace not passivity
to the ego and its will

Remaking ourselves
materially (mentally,
astrally and physically)
in order to know the
Reality of God and find
faith for our eventual
Union with Him is aided
by the conjoined (and
conjunct) efforts of
destruction of the
empowered false with
the regeneration of the
impoverished Real and
redemption of what was
thought lost with the
inspiration of the newly
found

*
Caring
Fidelity
—
Comprehension of (our
part in) the Plan and
actively, creatively and
intelligently carrying out
that Plan lets us get past
doubt and distress to
Reclaim the lost and
errant parts of ourselves
in order to secure our
success in making our
way toward God
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Vishnu
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical
Foundational
Resonance
General

AIJ

R4 B

A III H

Withdraw

Sustain

Nurture

Ignore

Strengthen

Develop

Remove

Facilitate

Assist

$
Courage
Longing
The Divine Will is
behind the Spiritual
Will and the very willto-be (separate) of the
ego (resonant with and
in full manifestation as
the Yogic Self), and it
eventually musters up
enough Courage in the
ego-will of the
Embodied Soul for it to
face itself and Long for
its own ending and
merger in God, which
by definition is the
overcoming of Maya,
the assertion of the Real
Self and the final
reuptake of all the
falseness of ego

#
%
Purity
Mercy
Humility
Obedience
The Purification of all
Obedience to Divine Law
the karmic impressions
reveals its true Mercy
of the Egoic Matrix (R4), and upon reflection gives
especially throughout
insight and opportunity
the moon’s triple
to adjust human laws so
unveiling and the
that the whole issue of
potential ego inflation
law becomes not one of
that accompanies it,
enforcement but a
brings a natural
compassionate bringing
Humility to the heart in
together, wherein the
sympathy with the
fallen third (A III in
Inner Mother; and with
general and by design,
this we learn to return
e.g., the vehicles and
all we have borrowed to
third aspect of third
the Mother at all levels
Egoic Matrix = Outer
and in all spheres so the Personality) is taken up
R4 Egoic Matrix itself
and reunited with the
can be taken up in
Embodied Soul and
harmony with God’s
God’s Plan
divine dramatization of
His Lahar
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Vishnu
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical

AIJ

R4 B

A III H

Withdraw

Sustain

Nurture

Ignore

Strengthen

Develop

Remove

Facilitate

Assist

Foundational
Resonance

$
Courage
Longing

#
Purity
Humility

%
Mercy
Obedience

Helio
Sidereal

—

G

H

After the Ignoring comes
the Withdrawing, which
means no longer in the
world (any world) or of it,
without planetary focus
save to say the natural AC
(first House) function of
the heliocentric chart—the
BB’s purpose,
Withdrawing into Self/God

Vishnu in triple
resonance is Sustain, and
the Divine Dramatization
(Theme) is sustained
from the heliocentric
Causal with Law and
Order, definition and
discipline, and the
embodiment of all the
higher chord planets

The Dignified
opportunity of an
enlightened mind is
to receive from the
heart and Nurture a
change in the
established order
that will better the
human condition
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Vishnu
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical

AIJ

R4 B

A III H

Withdraw

Sustain

Nurture

Ignore

Strengthen

Develop

Remove

Facilitate

Assist

Foundational
Resonance

$
Courage
Longing

#
Purity
Humility

%
Mercy
Obedience

Geo Sidereal

IC

M

G B H

MC

At some point we must no
The entanglement of
To Develop the new
longer give our sanction
impressions that
Path (application of
to working on our
constitute karma now
spiritual principles)
wounds and realizing our must be directly faced in
through the Subtle
potential, we must turn
the Subtle sphere of
sanskaric sphere, the
our back on our
empowered desire, and
karmic accountant is
psychospiritual fears and the facing and taking on
here with the
fantasies and by Ignoring, (and in) of the inevitable
storehouse of
end them; this Ignoring
conflicts and crises
sanskaras, the higher
being the Mahesh-Mahesh Strengthens the heart to
mind linked to the
of Vishnu (the keeper of
meet them and resolve
collective mind and
the Creation and one and
them; and upon
the spiritual goal (MC);
only way to God through
and that higher mind
resolution, the M itself
which the Avatar comes);
in Dignity should have
remains as a source of
and here in the Subtle
the intuition and
strength to combat
resonance zone, the
insight to do it
collective karma
Ignoring applies as well to
Pandora’s panoply of gods
and goddesses and their
endless mayavic
manipulations
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Vishnu
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical

AIJ

R4 B

A III H

Withdraw

Sustain

Nurture

Ignore

Strengthen

Develop

Remove

Facilitate

Assist

Foundational
Resonance

$
Courage
Longing

#
Purity
Humility

%
Mercy
Obedience

Geo Tropical

L

O V

G M

The dharma of the Soul
Karmic clearing and
and the collective
impressional purification is
dharma of humanity is
Facilitated by walking the
to Remove itself from
Terrestrial Path of
the Gross affairs of the
discriminating selection in
world as they have
the pursuit of perfection
historically been handed
that is not for egoic
down; this struggle
purposes but for completing
the Incarnating Soul’s
involves facing the M
mission,
which opens one
with the fearlessness
up to the mysteries of the
and active orientation of
Path to God
this L
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To Assist in the
bringing together of
human laws and
Divine Law, we have
the Lord of Karma
and collective
human karma
together in this sign
of reconciling in the
chart for the
material world

Brahma
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical
Foundational
Resonance
General

R5 D

R6 E

R7 C

Abandon

Maintain

Preserve

Dismantle

Reinforce

Build

Replace

Remodel

Recycle

+
(
!
Effulgence
Truth
Wisdom
Renunciation
Desperation
Surrender
The Effulgence of God is Desperation to know the
The Wisdom of
seen after the
Truth of God takes over
Surrendering control
Renunciation not only
all seeking, searching
over the structure and
of darkness but of false and desiring so that this
organization of the
light, which requires
single pointed focus of
material of Creation in
removing any ego
the unrealized self (ego)
all the spheres of that
entanglement with
removes the resistance
Creation for the
lesser loves and finite
to Destiny and allows
purposes of God known
truths—a reuptake
the reuptake of any
only in the Beyond
from the R5 Will to
other ego identity from
allows for the reuptake
Love-Truth
the R6 desire nature
of ego from the R7 mindbody
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Brahma
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical

R5 D

R6 E

R7 C

Abandon

Maintain

Preserve

Dismantle

Reinforce

Build

Replace

Remodel

Recycle

Foundational
Resonance

+
Effulgence
Renunciation

Helio Sidereal

E

(
Truth
Desperation
—
The Truth of the
highest path of
desperate devotion
is ever Maintained
without qualifying
or narrowing its
focus

!
Wisdom
Surrender
—
The Path, the
Creation and the
Whim that started it
all remain
Preserved in this
age and the New
Age (and all ages)
without question or
distinction

Beyond Replacing and
Dismantling is the total
Abandoning of that which is
false and guides the false; this
Will to Love-Truth is aided by an
intense desire for the same,
which uncovers a spiritual
instinct as it were, your sentient
connection to the Lahar
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Brahma
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical
Foundational
Resonance
Geo Sidereal

R5 D

R6 E

R7 C

Abandon

Maintain

Preserve

Dismantle

Reinforce

Build

Replace

Remodel

Recycle

+
Effulgence
Renunciation
Jpp
Dismantling that which no
longer serves and may
even mislead if left
unattended is part of
finding peace (of mind) on
the Path of self-destruction
(false self-destruction, the
Path of J in ") and leads
to breakthroughs by the
proper use of the Will to
Love-Truth

(
Truth
Desperation

!
Wisdom
Surrender

E
The desire and
devotional nature at
home in its
foundational resonance
makes for a
straightening and
truing of the spiritual
path through the Subtle
sphere (of desires), and
this is Reinforced time
and again
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AC

D

Personal expression
and the soul’s purpose
collectively use the
depth of heart within
the province of mind
to Build the spiritual
structures that make
for the Path and serve
God’s overarching
purposes

Brahma
V: BB-Helio
Sidereal
M: YS-Geo
Sidereal
B: IS-Geo
Tropical
Foundational
Resonance
Geo Tropical

R5 D

R6 E

R7 C

Abandon

Maintain

Preserve

Dismantle

Reinforce

Build

Replace

Remodel

Recycle

+
Effulgence
Renunciation

(
!
Truth
Wisdom
Desperation
Surrender
B H MC
Jpp
E
Whatever was concerning
Remodeling our
The triple intersection of
and clogging the Will to
lives in line with the
Brahma resonances is
Love-Truth is here
firmly set goal of
Recycle: the desire nature
peremptorily Replaced, and Truth takes care of
has here surrendered to
the feeling nature and all
the desire nature at and is thus controlled by
that it can unveil, as well as
its foundational
the organizing mind,
insight and intuition (as
root and will allow
which itself has bowed
opposed to intellect), is
Knowledge to dawn
down to God in the
linked (conjunct) the
Beyond
so that the desire
for J in )
spiritual goal of material
mind busies itself with
life (MC), which is to
Recycling in the Gross
penetrate to the true light
world in accordance with
of one’s Path to God
God’s Plan

So Many Charts, So Many Parts, So Make a Sandwich
God sets up the whole (astrological) system, comes periodically to adjust it and define the
next phase, and casts you in it. And we try to understand and work with it as best we can. The
perspective and directive of The Heavens on Earth book has you look at all your charts
(Causal/Heliocentric Sidereal, Subtle/Geocentric Sidereal, Gross/Geocentric Tropical),
integrate them hierarchically and then find yourself within Meher Baba’s charts, His charts
representing charts for collective humanity (inclusive of little you) because He is the Avatar of
the Age, and His charts having something uniquely for you (you who will someday merge with
God) because He is the Eternally Living Perfect Master for everyone (and the Divine Perfection
of God can arrange for such individual and collective insights to be mapped on the star charts
while waiting to be unwrapped through your Soul parts). No doubt the collective part and
being in His chart pricks the pride, but the uniquely you part brings balance and adds paradox
to this. And now with foundational resonance and reuptake, the paradox goes even further.
We are to realize our Divine Destiny through our unique Divine Human Nature even though
we don’t really exist while He, the Avatar, the Ancient One takes birth in us and is us and we
are told to forget ourselves and find Him there—in us, in our hearts.
So make that chart of charts and find yourself as your Self within Him even as He awakens
in you. You are surrounded by His chart and He is within your heart. So give your star chart
Soul part self to Him within and without until nothing remains of you that is apart from Him.
Make yourself (a) His Wish sandwich, and in His eating merge into Him, God, the Avatar and
Ancient One.
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